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Abstract

When interacting autonomous agents operate in
open domains that contain novel objects, the
agents may be unable to refer to the objects by
using preassigned names. As an alternative, the
agents might use de~criptions. When agents refer
to domain objects by using de~riptions, referent
ml.sidentifications (RM[s) will occur. ThLs paper
formally models recovery from RMIs among such
agents. We show how the RMI recovery prob-
lem can be cast in a belief revision framework
and how recovery cml be eifected with relatively
simple mechanisms. For instance, neither agent
explicitly reasons about the beliefs of others.
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Figure 1: Description-based reference.
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Introduction

This paper studies referent misidentification as it oc-
curs among interacting agents who refer to objects via
descriptions. Figure 1 shows thc situation. A finite
number of agents (in this case, two) operate in a do-
main with a finite number of unnamed objects. Agent2
wants to send information to agentl about one of the
objects. To do this, agent2 must indicate which object
it wants to talk about. Although domain objects don’t
have preassigned names, they have properties which
have standard namcs (e.g., small, red, flat). There-
fore, an agent, can refer to an object by specifying a
set of properties that apply to the object. A set of
properties used for this purpo~ is a description.

Referent misidentification (RMI) occurs when 
agent receives a description but misidentifies the object
that the sending agent referred to. RMI’s are inherent
to description-based communication in open domains
as shown below and in (Maida 1992). To implement 
communication language that allows descriptions, we
need methods to either prevent, or detect and recover
from, RMI’s.
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Related Work

RMI’s are a type of referent identification failure
(Cohen 1984; Goodman 1986). Our active inter-
vals correspond to Lamport’s events., and our quies-
cent states correspond to points between two adja-
cent events in Lamport (Lamport 1978). Chapman
(Chapman 1991) implemented a situated agent that
plays a video game. The agent accepts instructions
(with descriptions) front a human advisor but can-
not diagnose or recover from RMI’s without human
intervention. Maida (Maida 1992) stated knowledge
representation requirements to handle this scenario.
We use methods similar to (Fagin et al. 1995) to
analyze agent communication. However, our meth-
ods are based on a syntactic ontology (Haas 1986;
Perlis 1985) rather than a possible-worlds model.

Appelt and Kronfeld (Appelt & Kronfeld 1987), 
recognition of the fact. that there are two relevant, lev-
els of analysis in questions of symbol grounding, intro-
duced abstract data structures for each of the le,,~ls.
The data structure for the fine grained level was called
an intensional (internal) object re.pre.sentation (IOR)
eald roughly corresponded to an internal symbol. The
present paper uses the Appelt/Kronfeld IOR but aug-
ments it with a dynamic object naming protocol.

Heeman and Hirst (Heeman & Hirst 1995) noted
that in situations where agents need to refer to ob-
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jects that are difficult to describe (Clark & Wilkes-
Gibbs 1990), it may become cost effective to model
the description generation process in a plan generation
framework.

Dale and Reiter (Dale & Reiter 1995) study the
problem of efficiently generating natural language def-
inite descriptions that are used referentially and that
do not make false conversational implicatures. We use
a much less advanced notion of description. In the
present research, the notion of description is abstracted
to be a set of properties. Also, we do not take into
account distinctions that occur when studying natural
language descriptions such as definite verses indefinite,
or referential verses attributive uses, or the role of con-
text in using descriptions.

Barn Scenario

The following example takes place in the context of two
agents exploring a farm. It shows how RMI’s occur in
the simplest domains. The initial domain state is:

Agentl and Agent2 are initially outside of a
barn with front and rear entrances. Inside, there
is a tractor near each entrance. The barn is L-
shaped and if an agent sees a tractor at one en-
trance, the agent will not. see the other tractor.
The agents have not seen the tractors. The trac-
tor at the rear entrance of the barn is noticeably
broken.

The barn scenario, below, describes the history and
ramifications of an RMI in this domain.

Event 1: Agentl enters barn at front entrance, sees
tractor at that entrance, exits.

Event 2: Agentl tells agent2 that there is a tractor
in the barn.

Event 3:Agent2 enters barn using rear entrance,
sees broken tractor at rear entrance, assumes this
is the tractor agent1 refered to, exits.

Event 4:Agent2 says to agent1 that the tractor is
broken.

Event 5: Agentl tells agent2 that the tractor is def-
initely not broken.

The RMI occurs during event 3. Its occurrence de-
pends only on the fact that agents don’t have complete
knowledge of domain objects. An agent with incom-
plete domain knowledge cannot, in general, generate a
description guaranteed to distinguish objects it hasn’t
observed. Therefore, RMrs in principle cannot always
be prevented. Notice, also, that agent2 never obtains
direct evidence that an RMI event has occurred.

This paper formally models RMI diagnosis and re-
covery for this test case. We have also implemented a
simulation for this example which generates the output
for Table 2.

Significance
Applying natural cognitive modeling assumptions to
the barn scenario leads one to model an agent as gen-
erating one symbol to represent more than one object
where the agent unwittingly compresses the informa-
tion for two domain objects onto one representation
(Maida 1991). Since AI methods usually assume that
terms in a knowledge base designate unique domain ob-
jects, applying knowledge-based methods to this prob-
lem is not straight-forward.

We show how the RMI recovery problem can be cast
in a belief revision framework and how recovery can
take place with relatively simple mechanisms. In par-
ticular, neither agent explicitly reasons about the be-
liefs or knowledge of others. Also, our agents do not
reason explicitly about the reference process or RMI
events. The only communication behavior our agents
engage in when recovering from RMI’s is to exchange
informative messages about the properties of objects.

Diagnosis and Recovery
Figure 2 shows the inference process agent2 goes
through as it receives a description of a tractor in the
barn, discovers a tractor in the barn, computes a ref-
erent identification inference, and concludes that the
tractor which it was told about is broken. Let symbol
’21" be agent2’s symbol for the tractor that agent1 de-
scribed. Let symbol ’22" be agent2’s symbol for the
tractor that agent2 observed. Ellipses indicate beliefs
and rectangles indicate inference steps creating new be-
liefs. The particular entities in the figure are explained
below.

tl-ln-barn: Agent2’s repre~ntation of tl being in
the barn.

t2-in-barn: Agent2’s representation of t2 being in
the barn.

Ref-id: A defeasible inference step allowing agent2
to match descriptions for tl-in-barn and t2-in-
barn.

tl-eq-t2: This equality was derived by agent2’s ref-
erent identification inference.

t2-broken: Agent2’s representation that t2 is bro-
ken.

Subst-eq: The inference step of substitution of
equal terms.

tl-broken: Agent2’s representation that tl is bro-
ken.

After agent2 learns that the tractor is not broken,
it has a belief revision problem. This paper models
the communication between agentl and agent2 and
agent2’s subsequent belief revision.

Agent Architecture and Domain

Ontology
We make strong simplifying assumptions about agent
architecture and domain ontology designed to cleanly
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Figure 2: Trace of agent2’s inference process.

and rigorously formalize RMI recovery. To our knowl-
edge, there is no other formal model of RMI recovery
in the literature.

Domain and Agent Assumptions

The domain consists of a finite set of objects and a
finite set of basic properties. By basic property, we
mean a property that is (naively speaking) inherent 
the object such as size, shape, or color. We exclude
relational properties such as location. Basic properties
of an object are static and their names are standardized
across agents. We assume that no two objects have
exactly the same set of basic properties.

We model agents as being complete and accurate ob-
servers. When they observe an object they accurately
notice all of the basic properties of the object. That
is: if an agent observes an object, it will know with
certainty whether that object has a basic property.

Agents record whether the information they have
about an object is certain or plausible. The agent con-
aiders any information which is not 100 percent certain
to be plausible and therefore retractable. Other than
distinguishing between certain and plausible, agents do
not judge the reliability of their beliefs.

Agents are honest: messages reach their destination
without error: and are decoded properly by the receiv-
ing agent. When an agent, sends a message to another
agent, the sending agent indicates the certainty level
it associates with that information. Consequently, if
one agent sends a message to another saying, with cer-
tainty, that some object has a property, the agent who
receives the message learns, with certainty, that the
object does have the property.

The barn scenario uses four kinds of actions. An
action can be either observing an object, receiTring a
message, sending a message, or moving around in the
domain. Movement actions ~e not relevant to our
alralysis of communication.

Our agents operate wittdn a two-step, variable-.
length control cycle: perform a primitive action, up-
date mental state. Together, these steps are called the
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Figure 3: Event history for the l~.iI scenario.

active interval. Updating mental state consists of two
substeps. First, the direct result of the previous ac-
tion is added to the agent’s knowledge base according
to some constraints. Then inference processes (both
sound and plausible) are applied to the agent’s knowl-
edge base.

We describe belief change by refcring to agent’s be-
liefs at quiescent states. The term quiescent state
refers to the boundary between adjacent active inter-
vals. Thus, we can state that an agent has a particular
belief at, say, its n-th quiescent state but not its n-I-l-
th quiescent state (nonmonotonicity).

Figure 3 shows the barn scenario. Message transmis-
sion events are subdivided into sending and receiving.
For any two events in an agent’s history, there must be
at least one quiescent state between them. Quiescent
states mark situations where an agent’s inference pro-
cesses have stopped but the agent is not processing a
new event.

Creation and Flow of Symbols
We call a protocol which obeys the constraints below
a dynamic object naming pTvtocol.
¯ An agent creates a new IOR whenever it ob~rves

all object. If the agent observes the santo object
more than once, it generates a new IOR each time.
An agent never creates the same IOR in rest)onse to
more than olin object.

¯ Except for exporting (explained below), agents never
generate an IOR under any other circumstances.

¯ Different agents never generate the same IOR.’s.

An IOR represents exactly one object. Thus, we can
speak of the designation of an IOR independently of
thc agent who generated it. This allows IOR’s to be
exported in messages between agents as a global name
which denotes the object that caused it to be gener-
ated.

Agent Reasoning
Our model of the agents’ internal language and infer-
ence processes are very limited. All of an agent’s plau-
sible beliefs are ultimately traceable to an agent mak-
ing an unfortunate referent identificatkm inference. Al-
though this oversimplifies the belief revision problem,
the restrictions make it very easy to see how a referent
misidentification is realized as an inaccurate belief of
equality and how RMI recovery can be. cast in a belief
revision framework.
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Formulas and IORs Agents believe equality formu-
las and property formulas. Agents do not use quanti-
tiers or connectives. Agents associate with each be-
lieved formula a set of four binary flags indicating
whether the formula is true, false, certain, or plausible.
There are constraints on setting these flags. An agent’s
hardware will not allow it to believe that a particular
fornmla is both true and false with certainty. Fortu-
nately, the agent operates in a world that is consistent.
Also, the agent never confuses certain with plausible
information. Therefore, it never gets into the situation
where its inference processes tell it that a formula is
both true and false with certainty.

An agent believes a formula is defeasibly true (or
false) if its inference processes allow the defeasible con-
clusion. Independent lines of evidence allowing oppo-
site conclusions cause it to believe the formula ks both
defeasibly true and false. Thus an agent may have the
three flags for a formula set simultaneously (i.e., true,
false, plausible).

If an agent believes that a formula is plausibly true,
then if the agent learns that the formula is certainly
false, the the false flag is set, the true flag is turned off:
and the plausible flag is ignored.

We classify IOR’s into two types depending on the
quality of information the IOR encodes. Below, the
word "accurate" means "known with certainty to be
accurate."

1. Those in which the IOR encodes complete and ac-
curate information about the denoted object.

2. Those in which the IOR encodes some accurate but
not complete information about the object. The
IOR may also encode plausible information about
the denoted object.

IOR’s of the first type can be acquired only by an agent
observing an object, or, by an agent receiving a com-
plete description of an object from an agent who has
complete and accurate knowledge of the object.

IOR’s of the second type are acquired by receiving
partial descriptions of objects that describe some ba-
sic properties with certainty. Figure 4 shows IOR’s of
the first and second types residing in an agent’s knowl-
edge base. The solid circles depict IOR’s of the first
type. The solid lines connecting the solid circles repr .e-
sent equality statements that are known with certainty.
The absence of a solid line connecting solid circles rep-
resent, that the agent knows the objects are distinct
with certainty. These certain beliefs of equality and
distinctness are obtainable because of the domain as-
sumption that no two distinct objects have exactly the
same set of basic properties.

Empty circles show IOR’s of the second type. Dotted
lines connecting empty circles with other circles (either
solid or empty) represent plausible equalities derived
by referent identification heuristics. These equalities
are uncertain because distinct objects may spuriously
have the same partial description.

Agent’s Knowledge Base

0

O.
"’-....

.0

Figure 4: IOR’s and equality statements in an agent’s
knowledge base.

Inference Agents use two kinds of inference pro-
cesses: certain and plausible. Certain inference is
logically sound inference applied to prexnises that are
known with certainty. Certain inference generates con-
clusions that are known with certainty. Agents use the
rules of symmetry of equality, symmetry of distinct-
ness, transitivity of equality, sound identity of indis-
tinguishables (when complete knowledge is available),
and sound distinctness.

Plausible inference is restricted so that agents have
little ability to use plausible beliefs to generate new
beliefs.

We use one rule of plausible inference which requires
that all premises be known with certainty. It is called
eager identity of compatibles. This is the only referent
identification heuristic that agents use and is a worst
case rule which maximizes the possibility of an RMI.
If an agent cannot determine, with certainty, that two
symbols denote distinct objects, then it assumes they
denote the same object. Any more sophisticated ver-
sion of this rule will make PdMI recovery easier.

We now turn to plausible inference in which some
premises are plausible. There are two rules in this cat-
egory. These are symmetry of default equality and de-
fault substitution of equals. Symmetry of default equal-
ity is the analog of ordinary symmetry of equality. De-
fault substitution of equals propagates basic properties
that are known with certainty across default equalities
to become default properties. Default properties are
not allowed to propagate so any default property is
at most one step away from its originator. When an
agent believes that an IOR is default equal to two other
IOR’s which axe known with certainty to be distinct,
the agent infers a default contradiction.

Formal Vocabulary
This section presents a two-valued predicate calculus
vocabulary that allows an external observer to describe
the domain history for the barn scenario. Agents do
not use this language; they only use the language de-
scribed in the previous section. Terms in the observer
vocabulary may designate expressions in the agent lan-
guage.

The external observer has complete knowledge of
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an}, observation or inform events in the domain his-
tory. The observer also has complete knowledge of the
symbols agents use.

Predicates

Agents, quiescent states, and basic properties are in
the conceptualization (Genesereth & Nilsson 1987). 
denotes an agent, o denotes an object, s denotes an
IOR, p denotes a unique standard name for a baltic
property, azl(l t, denotes a quiescent state. The observer
language uses three state predicates. These describe
either the state of a domain object or the belief state
(,f an ~tgent.. "It) recover fronl an RMI. an agent must
retract an equ~dity.

hasp(p, o) states that o has the basic property denoted
byp.

help(a, t, s,p, v) states that at. t, the formula "p(s)’" re-
sides in the knowledge base of agent a az~d a asso-
ciates the truth value v with the formula.

beleq(a, t, sl, s2, v) states that at t, the formula "sl =
s2" resides in the knowledge base. of agent a and a
a~ociates the truth value v with the fornmhL

The truth ~dues, v. are either: true with certainty
(t), fidse with certainty (f), default true (dr), or default
false (dr). Defimlt beliefs axe retractable. We spec-
ih.., I)ersistence axionls for the latter two predicates in
section.

Five event predicates describe events which take
place during the active interval following the referenced
quiescent state.

observe( a, t, o, s ) states that a ob~rves o during the
active interval following t and generates s to denote
O.

inform(al, t, a.~, s, p, v) states that ai, distinct from a2,
sends a message to a2 during the active interval fol-
lowing t of el. The message states that fornmla p(s)
has truth value v.

informed(a2, t.al,s,p,v) states that a2, distinct from
a j, receives a message fronl al during the active in-
terval following t of a2. The message states that
formula p(s) has truth value v.

retractp(a, t, s, p, v) states that a &~soeiated .r with for-
nmla p(s) at t but retracted this association during
tile active interval following t.

retracteq(a, t. s j, s2, r) states that a a,~ociated v with
formula st = s2 at. t but retrax~,ted this association
during the active inter~-al following t.

Agents can infornl one another of property beliefs but
not equalities. Because of: 1) the forwarding-path th~
orem described in previous work; 2) the assumptkm of
honesty; 3) the fact that agents only generate new cer-
tain beliefs by sound inference; and, 4) basic properties
of an object being persistent; it foUows that. an agent’s
certain beliefs are well justified and never have to be
retracted.
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hasp(tractor.trl)
-~hasp ( broken,tr l 
hasp(tractor.tr2)
hasp(broken.tr2)
trl -~ tr2

Table 1: hlitial state.

System History
Table 1 shows the domain’s initial state. Table 2 dt~-
scribes the barn scenario. The event labels (c(dumn 
correspond to the labels in figure 3. Tile lirst line st, ales
that., as a result of an observation event, agcntl gen-
erates IOR "sl" to denote tractor1 during the re’tire
interval following quiescent state t~I. The third (’ol-
umn holds the justification label. We do not try to
explain why agentl observed tractor I, azld attribute it.
to random behavior (ran).

The notation t~1 means some arbitrary quiesren!
state for agent1 which we happen to call to. Tim m~-
tation t~I abbreviates t~1 + 1. Finally, the notation
altl+,n means tilt, m-th successor to agentl’s tl quies-

cent state.
A horizontal line which spans only column 2 signi-

fies a quiescent state boundary within an agent. A
horizontal line spanning all l hree ,:ohmms teinporrdly
orders quies(’ent states for two different agents. Lines 
and 3 of the table say that, because of complete and
accurate observation., agentl, at quiescent state t~~, l)e-
lieves with certainty, that the object denoted by "sl"
is a tr~w.tor that is not broken.

I,ine E3 in tim table also shows an observation ew,nt.
Agent2 generates symbol "s2" to denote tract.or2 dur-
ing the inter~l fbllowing quiescent state t~2. Af the
next quiescent state, agent2 believes with certainty
that the object is a broken tractor. Also during this
qui(.,~cent state, the age, nt has the two inaccurate de-
fault beliefs that the symbols "sl" and "s2" denote the
santo object and that the object denoted by "sl"" is
broken. All asterisk indicates that the agent being de-.
scribed has an erroneous t)elief.

Finally, in the last lines of the table, agent2 h~L~ re-
tracted both of these inaccurate beliefs ~),~ a result of
being informed that tractor1 is definitely not broken.
The rest of the paper explains how these retractions
take place. The justification labels are exphdncd b(~-
lo~r.

tall
cao
mtr
inf
ri
sub
cor
prs
cop
ini

Random or unexplained behavior.
Complete and accurate observation.
Message transmi.~sion.
hfforming.
Referent identification.
Substihltion of (defeasible) equal terms.
Reply with a correction.
Default persistence of default belief.
BR b~sed on CC for properties.
BR based on indiscernable of identicals.
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Label

l.E1
2.
3.
4.E2a
5.E2b
6.
7.E3
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.F_Aa
13.FAb
14.ESa
15.E5b
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

[ State or Event [ Just ]
observe(al,t~1 ,trl, "sl" ) ran
belp(al,t~’, "sl" ,tractor,t) cao
belp(al,t~1,’’sl’’,broken,f) cad
inform(al,t~1 ,a2, "sl" ,tractor,t) ran
informed(a2,t~)2,al, "sl" ,tractor,t) mtr
belp(a2,t[~, "sl" ,tractor,t) inf
observe(a2,t~2,tr2, "s2" ) ran
belp(a2,t~~, "s2" ,tractor,t) cad
belp(a2,t~2, "s2" ,broken ,t) cad
beleq(a2,t~2, "sl", "s2" ,dt) ri
belp(a2,t~2, "sl" ,broken ,dr) sub
inform(a2,t~2,al, "sl" .broken,dt) ran
informed(a 1,t~_,~,a2, "sl" ,broken,dt) mtr
inform(al,t~,~,a2, "sl" ,broken,f) cor
informed(a2,t~,~,a 1, "sl" ,broken,f) mtr
beleq(a2,t~,,, "sl", "s2" ,dt) prs
belp(a2,t~,n,’’sl’’ ,broken,dt) prs
retractp(a2,t~2n, "sl" ,broken,dt) ccp

Q2 ,, ,, i, ,,retracteq(a2,t3+,,, sl , s2 ,dt) ini
belp(a2,t~.~,,, "sl" ,broken,f) inf
beleq(a2,t~.n, "sl", "s2" ,f) dst

Table 2: System history for RMI scenario.

dst Distinguishable implies not equal.

Relationships between Predicates

When an agent observes an object, it notices what
properties the object does and does not have (caD).
The agent acquires this information with complete cer-
tainty and accuracy.

{1 } VaVtVoVsVp observe(a, t, o, 8) A
hasp(p, o)
===P belp(a,t + 1,8,p,t)

{2} VaVtVoV8Vp observe(a, t, o, 8) 
--hasp(p, o)
==P belp(a,t + 1,8,p,f)

Formulas {1} and {2} generate lines 2 and 3, respec-
tively, of table 2. Formula {1} aim generates lines 8
and 9.

All messages reach their destination after they are
sent and everything received is sent beforehand (mtr).
Formula {3} captures the assumption that messages
don’t get lost and {4} captures the assumption that
messages don’t generate themselves. Formula {3} gen-
erates line E2b in table 2.

{3} ValVtlVa2V8VpVv inform(a1, t l, a2, 8, p, v)
3t2 L, <~ t2 Ainformed(a2,t2,al,8,p,v)

{4} ValVL1Va2VsVpVv informed(a1, tl, a2, 8,p, u)
==:> 3t2 t2 < t~ A inform(a2, t2, al, 8, p, v)

An agent believes what it is told unless it knows oth-
erwise (inf). Expression {5} generates line 6 of table 
and expression {6} generates line 20 of table 2.

{5} VaVtVa2 V8Vp informed(a, t, a2, 8, p, t)
==~ belp(a2, t + 1, 8, p, t)

{6} VaVtVa2 V sVp informed(a, t, a2, s, p, f)
==~ belp(a2, $ + 1, 8, p, f)

{7} VaVtVa2V8Vp informed(a, t, a2, 8, p, dt) 
--belp(a2, t, s, p, f)
===~ belp(a2, $ + 1, s, p, dt)

{8} VaVtVa2VsVp informed(a, t, a2, 8,p, df) 
--belp(a2, t, s, p, t)
==~ belp(a2, t ÷ 1, s, p, dr)

For an agent to safely believe what it is told with abso-
lute certainty (formulas {5} and {6}) the sender must
be honest.

{9} ValVtVa2VsVpVv inform(al, t, a2, 8, p, v)
belp( al , t, s, p, v)

We model agent2’s referent identification by an ea-
ger identity of compatibles heuristic. First, we model
subjective distinguishability. If an agent believes with
certainty that the referent of one symbol has a property
but the referent of another does not have the property,
then the agent infers the certain belief that the symbols
denote distinct objects.

{10} VaVtV81V823p belp(a,t, sl,p,t) A belp(a,t, s2,p,f) 
belp(a, t, s2, p,t) A belp(a, t, sl, p,f)
4=>. beleq(a, t, 81,82,~

With this, we model eager identity of compatibiles
as subjective indistinguishability relative to properties
known with certainty. This rule generates line 10 of
table 2.

{11} VaVtVslVs2
beleq(a, t, sl, s2,dt) <=> --beleq(a, t, s;, 82,f)

The next formulas describe substitution of equals
(sub) for defeasible belief. Certain beliefs about prop-
erties are propagated to defeasible beliefs. Agents
do not propagate already existing defeasible beliefs.
Rule {12} generates line 11 of table 2.

{ 12} VaVtVslV82 beleq(a, t, 81, s2, dt) A
belp(a, t, Sl, p, t)

belp(a, t, s2, p, dt 

{13} VaVtV81Vs2 beleq(a, t, sl, 82, dt) A
belp(a, t, 81,p, f)

help(a, t, 82, p, df)

When an agent receives a message informing it of
information that is "true (or false) by default", and
this directly contradicts information that the receiving
agent is certain of, the original receiving agent informs
the .sending agent of this error (cor). Rule {14} gener-
ates line 14 of table 2.

{14} VaV~Va2VsVp informed(a2, ~, a, s,p, dt) 
belp(a2, t, s, p, f)
=~ inform(a2,t -I- 1,a,s,p,f)

{15} VaVtVa2VsVp informed(a2, t, a, s,p, df) 
belp(a2, t, s, p, t)
===~ inform(a2, t 4- 1, a, s,p, t)
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Persistence
For predicates that describe mental state (i.e., belp and
beleq), we state persistence axioms (prs). A certain 
lief persists for the life of the agent and a default belief
persists until the agent retracts it. Formulas {16} -

Io19} say that if an agent believes a formula is true
r false) with certainty at a quiescent state, then the

agent will retain the belief until its next quiescent state.
Although table 2 does not show it explicitly, agent1
continues to believe that the object denoted by %1" is
a tractor for all of its quiescent states after t~I .

{16} VaVtVsVp belp(a, t, s,p, t)
belp(a, t + 1, s, p, t)

{17} VaVtVsVp belp(a, t, s,p, f)
==~ belp{a, t + 1, s, p, f)

{18} VaVtVsIVs2 beleq(a,t, sl,s2,t)
==~ beleq(a, t + 1, Sl, s2, t)

{19} VaVtVslVs2 beleq(a, t, sl, s2, f)
===~ beleq(a,t + 1,sl,s2,f)

Formulas {20} -- {22} say that an agent’s default be-
liefs at. a quiescent state persist to its next quiescent.
state unless they are retracted. Formula {20} com-
bined with line 11 generates line 17 provided we show
that the belief in question is not retracted during any

a2of agent2’s active intervals between t~2 anci t2+n.
{20} VaVtVsVp belp(a, t, s,p, dr) 

-~retractp(a, t, s, p, dt)
¯ ----~ belp(a, t + 1, s, p, dt)

{21 } vavtvsvp bdp(a, t, .9, p, dr) 
-~retractp(a, t, s, p, df)

belp(a,t + 1,s,p, df)

{22} VaVtVslVs2 beleq(a, t, 8 t, s2, dt) 
-~retracteq(a, t, 81, ,92, dt)
==~ beleq(a, t + 1,st,s2,dt)

Consistency An agent, will not believe a formula
and its default negation (ccp).

{23} Va.VtVpV8 -, (belp(a, t, 8, p,f) 
belp(a, t, 8, p,dt))

{24} VaVtVpVs -1 (belp(a, t, s, p,t) 
belp(a, t, s, p,dO)

{25} VaVtVslV8.,. -~(beleq(a, t, sz, s2,f) 
beleq(a, t, s l , s2,dt))

It can be proven that an agent must retract a default
belief if it is informed, with certainty, that the opposite
is true. The result is captured in the reverse direction
ill formulas {30} and {31}.

Skepticism
To show that a default belief persists, we characterize
the conditions when it is not retracted. An agent will
not change ’existing beliefs without justification and
an agent will not acquire new beliefs without a reason.
Formulas {26} - {27} describe all the ways that an
agent can acquire certain beliefs. They state that if azl
agent has a certain belief that the referent of a symbol
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has a property, then at least one of the following is
true: the agent observed the object and the object has
the property, another agent informed it that the object
has the property with certainty, it already knew that
the object has the property.

{26} VaVtVsVp belp(a,t + l,s,p,t)¢==~
(-70 observe(a, t, O, S) A hasp(p, o)) 
3a2 informed(a, l,a.2, 8,p,t) V
belp(a, t, s, p,t)

{27} VaVtVsVp belp(a, t + 1,8, p,f)
(qo observe(a, t, o, 8) ̂  -,hasp(p, o)) 
qa2 informed(a, t, a2, s,p,f) 
belp(a, t, s, p, f)

Formulas {16} and {17} arc corollaries of formu-
las {26} and {27}, respectively.

Formulas {28} {29} describe all the ways that an
agent can acquire default beliefs about object proper-
ties. If an agent has a defeasible belief then it came
from defeasible substitution of equal terms or it was
directly infornmd of the belief.

{28} VaiVtlVpVsl belp(al, tl,p, sl ,dt) --~
(zlg2~82 t2 < tl A

beleq(al, t.~, sl. s2,dt) 
belp(al, t2, s2, p,t))

(3/23a2 t2 < tl A
informed(al, t2. a2, sl, p,dt))

{29} ValVtlVpV81 belp(al, tl.. p, 81,dr) =-~

(=tt2=182 t2 < tl A
beleq(al, t.,, sl, s2,dt) 
belp(al, t’~. 82,p,f)) V

(~12~a2 1~2 < tl A
informed(az, £2, a2.81, p,df))

An agent retracts a defeasible belief that an object has
or does not have a property just if it is informed that
the opposite is true with certainty.

{30} VaVtVpVs retractp(a, t, s, p,dt) ¢==~
belp(a, t, s, p,dt) A
=la2 informed(a, t, a2, .9, p,f)

{31} VaVtVpVs retractp(a,t, 8,p,df) 4==~
belp(a, t, 8, p,df) A
Sa2 informed(a, t, a2,8, p,t)

{32} VaVtVslVS2 retracteq(a, t, 81, s2,dt) ¢==~
beleq(a, t, Sl, 82,dt) 
(=ta2 informed(a,t, a2,s,,p,f) ̂  belp(a,t, s2,p,t) 

informed(a, t, a2,81, p,t) A belp(a, t, 82, p,f) 
informed(a, t, a2, s2, P,0 ̂  belp(a, t, s i, p,t) 
informed(a, t, a2, s2, p,t) A belp(a, t, s~. p,F))

Formula {33} states when a belief of default true
about a property of an object persists from one quies-
cent state to the next. A belief of default true (false)
persists unless that agent is informed that the belief is
certainly false (true).

{33} VaVtVpVs belp(a,t,s,p,dt)
=~ (Va2 --informed(a, t, a2, s, p,f)

=# belp(a,t + 1,8,p,dt))

{34} VaVtVpVs belp(a, t,s,p,d0
(Va2 -,informed(a, t, a2, ~, p,t)
=~ belp(a,t + 1,s..p,d0)
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Assuming complete knowledge of the inform events in
the domain, line 17 of table 2 follows from line 11 and
formula {33}.

A belief of default true for an equality persists as
long as the agent is not informed of contradicting in-
formation. Since agents do not include equality state-
ments in messages, this information must take the fol-
lowing form.

{35} VaVtVs1V82 beleq(a, t, sz,82,dt) 
(W

(Va2 -qnformed(a, t, a2, p, sl ,t’) V -"belp(a, t, s2, p,t)) 
(Va~ --informed(a, t, a2, p, sl ,t) v ~belp(a, t, s2, p,f)) 
(Va2 -.informed(a, t, a2, p, 82,f) v --belp(a, 81,p,t)) ^
(Va2 -informed(a, t, a2, p, s2,t) V -"belp(a, t, Sl, p,f)))
==~ beleq(a,t + 1,sl,s2,dt)

Line 16 of table 2 follows from line 10 and formula
{35}. In summary, we can tell what defeasible beliefs
persist by knowing what messages were received.

Belief Revision We now derive the remaining lines
of table 2. Line 18 follows from lines 15, 17, and for-
mula {30}. Line 19 follows from lines 15, 16, and for-
mula {32}. Line 21 follows from lines 9, 20 and for-
mula {10}.

Discussion
AI methods usually assume that terms in a knowledge
base designate distinct objects. Nai~. cognitive model-
hag of the barn exploration scenario will cause this as-
sumption to be violated and agent2 will use one symbol
to represent both tractors. We avoid this by using the
dynamic object naming protocol. Once this is done, we
frame referent identification as the process of inferring
a default equality. Finally, we show how RMI recovery
can be effected in a belief revision framework.

We have used very strong assumptions to simplify
the RMI recovery problem while retaining the repre-
sentation challenges posed by the barn scenario. In
this example, agents effect RMI recovery by informing
each other of the properties of domain objects. Neither
agent explicitly reasons about the beliefs or knowledge
of others. Also, agents do not reason explicitly about
the reference process or RMI events. In practical appli-
cations, we can compensate for weakened assumptions
by using these richer knowledge sources that we have
excluded in this analysis.

We summarize our design choices:

1. Basic domain properties are standardized across
agents and hardwired into their perceptual systems.

2. Whenever an agent observes an object, a symbol is
generated, even if the agent has already generated a
symbol for that object.

3. No two agents generate the same symbols. This al-
lows agents to copy symbols and send them to other
agents without causing name conflicts.

4. Referent identification inferences are restricted to us-
ing properties that are known with certainty. Stated

differently, different representations are assumed by
default to designate the same object, unless there
is certain evidence that they are distinct. This rule
maximizes the chance of an RMI.
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